Immersion audio

Perfect design

Klipsch Mode M40 Noise Cancelling Headphones

Philips Fidelio docking speaker

The leather headset allows you to listen to your favourite playlist with
optimum quality. 45 hours autonomy means you can listen to an entire
record collection or take refuge from the noise on a long haul flight…
www.klipsch.com

Its curves conquered the juries of the greatest international
design awards (Hong Kong Grand Award for Industries 2011,
IF Design Award 2011, IF Design Award China 2010, Red Dot
Design Award 2010). But above all it offers a unique sound
experience.
www.philips.com

Mobile jewellery
Aesir Copenhagen Phone
Impressively simple telephone,
no camera, no GPS: the anti-smartphone.
Quality of voice and clarity of sound are
everything here. Designed by Yves Béhar,
there are 2 versions: 18 carat gold or
stainless steel and ceramic.
www.aesir-copenhagen.com

Pocket spheres
Tamawa 21 USB key
A pretty Bakelite sphere hiding capacity of 8GB
in its 21mm diameter. Available in blue, yellow, mauve,
black, orange, red and pink.
www.tamawa.be

Stunning…
intelligence
AlessiTab by Alessi
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The Alessi “dream factory” marches on, giving us a new multimedia tablet
developed with Android. A real household communications centre, its
multiple integrated applications allow you to surf the internet, watch digital
television and cook a different recipe each day from the Atelier des Chefs…
www.alessi.com

XXL emotions
C Seed 201 by Porsche Design Studio
201 inches in hi-def, a monumental innovation…
LED screen designed for outdoor use, even in direct sunlight.
Adjustable screen height, rotating 135° and weather resistant;
it’s ideal for summer parties!
www.cseed.tv

10 APPS
YOUR SMARTPHONE
DREAMS OF…

FoodReporter

Guggenheim Bilbao

/ iPhone-Windows Mobile-Android
Members of the community post photos of
their dishes and rate the restaurants. A good
way to choose your menu and find the best
croissant or risotto in town thanks to geolocalisation.

/ iPhone (android & iPad to follow soon)
All the information you need to plan your visit,
check the events calendar, the collections, the
building and its architecture.

Songify / iPhone

Natalie MacLean Wine Picks & Pairing

A playful and surprising app. that transforms
any spoken message into a song!

/ iPhone-BlackBerry-Android
A referencing tool allowing you to scan the
barcode of 150,000 wines to access comments from the experts, ratings, prizes, related recipes… Includes a cellar management
and wine lexicon function.

nRange Golf GPS / BlackBerry
A great game partner with rangefinder, real
time access to 20,000 golf courses in 22
countries, scoring, statistics…

Ericsson Money Services - ericssonmoney.com / BlackBerry-iPhone-Android
Pay, send or receive money with your mobile phone. Already available in 7 European
countries (Great Britain, France, Italy, Spain,
Poland, Sweden) and soon to be rolled out
worldwide.

Epicurious Recipes & Shopping list
/ iPhone-Windows Mobile-Android-iPad
With easy access to 30,000 recipes on the
gastronomic site, Epicurious, you can add
your own recipes, make shopping lists to correspond, and research recipes by ingredient…

Whatsapp Messenger
Schedule Send / BlackBerry

The Economist’s World in Figures
2011 / iPhone
All the key 2011 figures for the economies of
190 countries with the ability to make comparisons and test your knowledge.

StarWalk / iPhone-iPad
You only need to point your iPhone at the sky
to identify constellations, planets and satellites in real time. Includes a calendar of celestial events.

A useful tool for programming in advance the
date and time to send emails and messages.

/ iphone-Windows Mobile-Android-BlackBerry
The App that breaks down technology barriers to chat with friends whatever the brand
and platform of their mobile phone, iPhone,
android, Blackberry…
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